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“

A discreet,
personalised and
cost-competitive
service

CJC uses its ‘acute understanding of the
commercial realities for their clients’ to
provide ‘thorough, well-reasoned and
accurate advice’ and ‘superb service’,
making it ‘one of the most reliable firms
in the sector’. Legal 500

Campbell Johnston Clark (CJC) is an
international law firm specialising in

Expert, practical
and commercially
sound advice

On the non-contentious side, CJC

Our assistance includes:

prides itself in offering a discreet,

The yacht industry is highly specialised

of luxury yachts. CJC has extensive

and our team deliver a first class service

knowledge and experience and is

to ensure that clients receive expert,

routinely involved in a variety of

practical and commercially sound advice,

sector and has in-depth knowledge

matters from complex construction

based on our in-depth knowledge of

projects to tax and ownership structures

of the industry gathered from

changing technologies, building materials

as well as advising on financing and

and racing requirements.

leasing arrangements.

• Casualties & Investigations
• Commercial & Charter Disputes
• Construction Contracts
• Crew & Management Agreements
• Finance Arrangements
• Flag & Registration
• Insurance Claims
• Ownership Structures
• Performance Guarantees
• Project Management Agreements
• Regulatory Compliance
• Sale & Purchase Agreements
• Subrogated Recoveries
• Tax & VAT Issues
• Warranty Disputes

shipping and international trade. CJC
has undergone sizeable expansion
in both numbers of solicitors and
geographical spread since it was
founded in September 2010. CJC
advises on all aspects of the shipping

years of experience working with
financiers, brokers, the insurance
market, managers and owners.

CJC has extensive experience with a
number of high profile yacht casualties,
including collision, fire, groundings and
salvage, passenger and crew injuries
(including Jones Act liability), scuba and
diving accidents, and personal watercraft
liabilities including jet skis, parasailing
and other collateral activities.
We also handle complex yacht litigation
and commercial disputes involving, for
example, stability issues, keel damage,
mast collapse, engine breakdown, fuel
contamination, construction contracts,
warranty claims and latent defect. Our
focus is always to find the most efficient,
cost effective solution to any dispute.

and personalised service for the
financing, sale, purchase, maintenance,
management, design and construction

24-hour global service
We also have legally qualified dedicated
master mariner support and offer a 24
hour global service through our London
and Singapore offices in handling marine
casualties and investigations.

